
TWIN & TWIN 

TRADING
DEVELOPMENT THROUGH TRADE



SIX PILLAR APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT

 social & economic empowerment 

 equal, meaningful representation

 gender policies & differentiated products

 effective leadership skills

 democratic systems & processes

 accountability & farmer engagement

 Quality Management Systems 

 processing facilities & on-farm practices

 taste, quality and safety improvements

 Extension service strengthening 

 Certification Schemes 

 Climate Change Resilience 

 contract negotiation & market insights

 collaborative, long-term buyer 

relationships 

 origin & producer profile raising

 business basics & accounting

 price risk management 

 access to capital & strategic planning
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UNIQUELY PLACED TO WORK ACROSS THE ENTIRE 

VALUE CHAIN
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 Technical assistance
 Producer support and development 
 Long-term partnerships and circular 

value chain relationships
 An assurance of supply and benefits 

from investments in the long-term 
availability of high quality coffees.

 Market access and information 

 Trade and logistics
 Well developed network (over 30 years 

of working with producers_
 Range of quality coffee from up and 

coming cooperatives as well as more 
established organisations 



Cooperative as a 

Business



BACKGROUND

• The traditional forms off cooperation 
and solidarity are often locally rooted, 
defined by the boundaries of a certain 
community, ethnicity, religion and the 
social classes within that community

• Cooperative is an autonomous 
association of persons united 
voluntarily to meet their common 
economic, social, and cultural needs 
and aspirations through a jointly-
owned and democratically-controlled 
enterprise”
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BACKGROUND

• In Africa 70 million cooperatives members

• Less than 20% of the world’s 25 million 
smallholder coffee farmers are understood 
to belong to a cooperative1

• The cooperative market share in coffee 
exports is below 10%. 
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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

1. To articulate the benefits to both smallholder coffee farmers and commercial partners 
of choosing the cooperative model 

2. To identify a set of enabling factors that contribute to the successful integration of 
cooperative in global coffee value chains. 

3. Based on these findings and highlighted examples of good practice, to share 
recommendations with all actors involved in the global coffee sector to  support the 
wider adoption of this good practice.
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WHO WE SPOKE TO

• 31 Cooperatives 83% from East Africa- rest from LA

• The cooperatives ranged in size: from 386 to 200,000 individual farmer members

• 31 respondents hold a Fairtrade certificate 

• 80% are accredited by at least one other ethical labelling organization

• 6 cooperative hold four or more certificates

• 90% of coops surveyed sell their coffee internationally

• 15 Businesses (importer and roasters)
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WHO WE SPOKE TO

As with membership size, there is a wise range of cooperatives represented in terms of 
volumes of coffee exported. Annual income from coffee is as follows:
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$1 million - 5 million $200,00 - 500,000 $5 million + $50,000 - 200,000 $500,000 -
1,000,000

Below $50,000

Total



BENEFITS FOR PRODUCERS

• Reduced transaction costs of production

• More secure access to markets (better 
prices are considered the biggest 
benefits )

• Enhanced bargaining power

• Entitlement to a range of support 
services from micro-credit to agricultural 
extension

• Social development (economy) in rural 
communities
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BENEFITS FOR COMMERCIAL PARTNERS

• The benefits that cooperatives bring to 
international coffee supply is mostly 
relevant for the speciality market 

• Capacity to create unique stories to attract 
customers

• Generate corporate social responsibility

• Ability to rely on high and consistent 
quality coffee
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ENABLING FACTORS TO SUCCESSFULLY INTEGRATE 

IN THE GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN

• Access to pre-finance 

• Being able to create credit history

• Clear communication and set expectations

• Mutuality in the relationships, that is a sense of collaboration and equal partnership 
with “compatible visions and missions”

• Be a reliable supplier, meeting product specifications, agreed timeframes and other 
contract conditions.

• Sound management and strong leadership
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ENABLING FACTORS TO SUCCESSFULLY INTEGRATE 

IN THE GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN

• Developing effective member communication and engagement systems is therefore 
vital

• Training and coaching farmer leaders to bring forward a new generation

• Income diversification can help to spread risk and create a safety net for potential 
market losses.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

• Develop long-term relationship based on shared values and vision

• Identify areas to support through origin investment: good governance generally, 
although with respect for autonomy; development of future leaders; business 
modelling and monitoring systems; for those not yet exporting directly, moving up the 
value chain to engage in direct trade.

• Open, but managed communication: engage in regular communication
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RECOMMENDATIONS

• Transparency: model best practice by sharing as much information about your business 
and what you do with an SPO’s coffee as possible. Insist that this information is 
transferred to members to encourage shared accountability. 

• If you can’t directly pre-finance, think up creative ways to support partners to access 
alternative forms of financing
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Thank you!


